Reflector is used to increase the amount of solar radiation that the solar panels are exposed with, thus increasing the production of electric power. Parameters and I-V characteristic curve of a solar panel is strongly influenced by the amount of solar radiation received by the solar panels. This paper will discuss the effects of flat reflectors on the parameters and I-V characteristic curve of the solar panels. The parameters are solar radiation and temperature at solar panel, maximum power output (P MPP ), voltage when P MPP is reached (V MPP ), current when P MPP is reached (I MPP ), short circuit current (I SC ), open circuit voltage (V OC ), and Fill Factor (FF). In this study, the types of reflector material are stainless steel mirror and aluminum foil. Reflector is placed beside solar panels. Reflector tilt angle was varied at 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees. The measurement results show that the greatest increases in solar panel producing electric power are achieved at 75 degrees tilt angle. Aluminum foil reflector and stainless steel mirror can increase power output of solar panels until around 31.5 % and 21.5% respectively. In this tilt angle, for these two types of material reflector, V OC and V MPP tend not to change, I SC , I MPP , solar radiation and temperature on solar panel are increasing, whereas FF is decreasing around 4%. Changes in these parameters refer to the condition without a reflector.
INTRODUCTION
Sunlight is one of the renewable energy resources and it can be converted into electrical energy by using solar cells. A collection of solar cells are assembled into solar panels, therefore it has a voltage and current greater than a solar cell. Solar panels are very suitable implemented in a place that has high sunlight intensity.Moreover the solar panels have several advantages, such as pollution-free during the process of conversion of solar energy into electrical power and low maintenance costs. It is also beneficial since sunlight has the highest power density compared to other renewable energies. However, the price of solar panel device and installation are quite expensive, so it costly for the initial investment.
For those reasons, user needs optimization on solar panel performance to generate electric power as much as possible. The greatest electrical power that can be produced by a solar panel indicates the optimal performance of the solar panels. Increasing solar radiation will also make the power output of solar panels increase. The amount of solar radiation at solar panel can be increased by reflector. It produces reflected light that will be exposed to the solar panel. Thus, the solar panels have two sources of sunlight.
Besides, reflector is designed to have the same size or larger than the solar panels so that all reflected light falls onto the surface of the solar panel.
Research on the use of reflectors in solar panels has been conducted previously by other researchers. Tabaei and Ameri, for example, investigated that aluminium foil and stainless steel reflectors can increase power output around 8,5%-14% of polycrystalline solar panel (Tabei, 2012) . Aziz-ul Haq also investigated the effect of single and two flat reflectors of aluminium to 40W solar panel (Hug, 2000) . Rizk and Nagrial (2008) , however, used 4W amorphous solar panels connected in series. They claimed that the affect found an increase of around 40% that can be achieved by using this method of concentration (Rizk & Nagrial, 2008) . No one has showed the I-V characteristic curves of solar panel at direct measurement with a value of solar radiation (not the average solar radiation in one day) and short periods of time. Moreover, none of them discussed Fill Factor parameter affected by reflector. 
The short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage are the maximum current and voltage respectively from a solar cell. However, at both of these operating points, the power from the solar cell is zero. Equation for the power from the solar cell, P is
I SC depends linearly on sunlight radiation at solar panel whereas V OC increases logarithmically with sunlight radiation at solar panel level as shown in the equation below (Bowden & Honsberg, 2013) V OC = ln
X is an increase in sunlight radiation at solar panel level. FF is defined as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the product of V OC and I SC . The FF is illustrated below. It can alternately be given as an approximation where:
METHODOLOGY
In this research, one reflector is used for one solar panel. The reflector is designed to have 2.4 meters length and 1.2 meters width. It is arranged so there will be no shadows on the solar panel. This study is using a flat reflector with the types of material, such as stainless steel mirror and aluminum foil. The reflector is placed beside solar panels. Reflector tilt angle was varied at 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees. The placement of the reflector is shown in the Figure 3 . From the measurement results, the solar panel obtains the greatest increase production of electric power (an optimal solar panel performance) by using of a reflector tilt angle at 75 degrees for both types of reflector material and the I-V characteristic curve is shown in the Figure 5 . If the percentage shows positive value, there is an increase, and if the value is negative, there is a decrease from the reference conditions. Table 2 shows that the reflector makes P MPP increase in solar radiation at solar panel level (see curve before). Solar radiation increases lead to increased temperatures on the solar panel. The efficiency benefits of reflector may be reduced by increased losses in series resistance as the I SC current increases and also by the increased temperature operation of the solar panel. As losses due to I SC depend on the square of the current, power loss due to series resistance increases as the square of the reflector (Bowden & Honsberg, 2013) . However, the measurement results show that the increased solar radiation more strongly influences the rise P MPP and there is no power loss. Decreased P MPP occurs when solar radiation decreases. From the measurement results, it can be seen that the reflector made of aluminium foil is the best because it produces larger increase in P MPP .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The measurement result indicates that the increase in solar radiation resulting from the use of reflectors making an influence on the increasing in current solar panels either I MPP or I SC . For voltage, both V MPP and V OC , the resulting increase in radiation due to the use of reflectors does not make changes in the value of the voltage. There were very small changes that happen once. Theoretically, at the same temperature, the amount of V OC is directly proportional to the logarithmic increase in solar radiation and I SC linearly proportional to the increase in solar radiation. FF decreases due to an increase in solar radiation caused by the use of reflectors. This is because the increase in the value of I SC is greater than I MPP . I SC increases greater than I MPP due to decrease in R CH . The decreasing characteristic resistance is shown in the figure below. Greater reduction in R CH makes the larger increase in P MPP , but is not necessarily the value of FF to decrease. In this study, R CH value only affected the increase occurring between I MPP and I SC because the value of V OC and V MPP likely remain. Thus, the value of FF will change according to the ratio of the increase I MPP and I SC . If I SC is much larger increase than the increase I MPP , the FF value will drop even further.
The measurement result shows that by using aluminium reflector, the increase of I SC (around 6 A) exceeds the data sheet standard (I SC factory characteristic 5.4 A). Consequently, it can impact on destruction of solar panels itself.
The measurement results also show that the I-V characteristic curve from solar panel without using reflectors is smaller than I-V characteristic curve from solar panel using the reflector. This is due to an increase in solar radiation which causes changes to almost the entire parameters characteristic of the solar panels. Slight slope in the I-V curve, both slope down or up, occur due to thin clouds that block sunlight when the measurement took place.
CONCLUSION
Laying the right tilt angle and type of reflectors material can boost the performance of solar panels to generate electrical power. In this case, 75 degree of tilt angle aluminium foil reflector and stainless steel mirror can increase power output of solar panel until around 31.5 % and 21.5% respectively. However the FF/fill factor is decreasing around 4%, it indicates that the ratio of the maximum power from the solar panel to the product of V OC and I SC is reduced.
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